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Executive  
Summary

Context 
On 29 February 2020, the Afghan Taliban signed a conditional peace 
agreement with the United States (US), a momentous occasion 
that was followed, six months later, by the inaugural round of 
negotiations between it and the Afghan government. This was the 
first-ever time the Taliban had officially engaged in talks with the 
Afghan government. 

Though this was an undeniably important step towards peace, the 
Afghan war has shown few signs of abating towards the end of 
2020, with the Taliban launching a strategic offensive in Helmand 
in October and IS-KP, the official affiliate of ISIS in Afghanistan, 
deploying yet another campaign of terror just days later. Amidst 
these conflicting dynamics, the narrative battlespace has rarely been 
more hotly contested. 

This report, which maps how Violent Extremist Organisations 
(VEOs) are seeking to influence and shape the trajectory of 
Afghan politics today, aims to inform and support the development 
of strategic communications programming that meaningfully 
counters extremist narratives and enable more targeted, effective 
responses to the long-term challenges posed by VEO appeals. 

Key Findings: How, What, and Why Afghan VEOs Communicate 
VEOs in Afghanistan communicate with a view to propagating 
their ideals, legitimising their actions, and intimidating their 
adversaries. In doing so, they communicate simultaneously with 
supporters and adversaries alike, not to mention the vast number 
of Afghans who feel ambivalent towards both them and the Afghan 
government. 

Both the Taliban and IS-KP deploy three main forms of influence 
operations: media-based communications, in-person outreach,  
and signalling violence:

Media-based communications comprise audio-visual content 
like radio programs, videos, magazines and photo-reports that 
can be broadcast by VEOs on- and offline. 

In-person outreach involves direct interpersonal engagement  
by VEO outreach units (e.g., police patrols, religious fairs,  
and public punishments). 

Signaling violence comprises acts of violence that are at 
least partially geared towards signaling intent and upholding 
organisational brand (i.e., not just territorial or material gain). 

Five core narratives undergird the media output of VEOs in 
Afghanistan. The first two, Capability and Vulnerability, directly 
relate to the war in Afghanistan and are the focus of the vast 
majority of the content published by both the Taliban and IS-
KP in the period under review. The other three—Credibility, 
Legitimacy, and Suitability—revolve around political matters and 
civilian ambitions and, while less prominent in terms of output, are 
no less important. 
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Capability Vulnerabilty Credibility Legitimacy Suitability

Capability and Vulnerability directly relate to the 
war in Afghanistan and are the focus of the vast 
majority of the content published by both the 
Taliban and IS-KP in the period under review.

Credibility, Legitimacy, and Suitability revolve around political matters and 
civilian ambitions and, while less prominent in terms of output, are no less 
important.

Media-Based Communications In-Person Outreach Signalling Violence

Media-based Communications comprise  
audio-visual content like radio programs,  
videos, magazines and photo-reports that  
can be broadcast by VEOs on- and offline. 

In-person Outreach involves direct inter-
personal engagement by VEO outreach 
units (e.g., police patrols, religious fairs, 
and public punishments).

Signalling Violence comprises acts of 
violence that are at least partially geared 
towards signalling intent and upholding 
organisational brand (i.e., not just territorial 
or material gain).

Propagate Legitimise Intimidate

VEOs in Afghanistan communicate with a view to propagating their ideals, legitimising their actions, and intimidating their adversaries.  
In doing so, they communicate simultaneously with supporters and adversaries alike, not to mention the vast number of Afghans who  
feel ambivalent towards both them and the Afghan Government.

Executive Summary

How, What, and Why Afghan  
VEOs Communicate

What

Why 

How
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Media-based communications

1. Compared to the Taliban’s efforts, IS-KP’s media-
based outreach in Afghanistan is presently of marginal 
significance.

2. In the year up to 30 September 2020, the Taliban 
published more than 45,000 pieces of propaganda—
more than 400 times as much as was produced by 
IS-KP in the same period. Whereas IS-KP content is 
characterised by depictions of extreme violence, the 
Taliban’s is generally more restrained. This enables it to 
portray itself as a respectable state-like actor adhering 
to the norms of war.

3. The Taliban’s content was published simultaneously 
in five languages (Arabic, Dari, English, Pashto and 
Urdu). Just under half of it was Pashto-language. By 
way of comparison, all IS-KP’s content was Arabic at 
the point of dissemination and only later translated by 
supporters into Pashto, Dari, and Urdu.

4. Across the Taliban datasets, totalling 45,556 pieces 
of propaganda, five narratives emerge: Capability, 
Vulnerability, Credibility, Legitimacy and Suitability.

5. The first two, Capability and Vulnerability, relate 
directly to the war in Afghanistan and make up 
approximately 86% of the content published by the 
Taliban across its five languages. Within this, the 
Taliban’s military Capability dominates – making up 
three-quarters of the 86%.

6. The latter three, Credibility, Legitimacy and 
Suitability, revolve around the Taliban’s political 
doctrine and civil ambitions. While combined they 
only make up approximately 14% of the dataset, they 
tend to be far more sophisticated and time-intensive 
to produce, e.g. lengthy written analyses and feature-
length films.

7. For Pashto- and Dari-speakers inside Afghanistan, the 
Taliban’s focus was on promoting its local causes 
and capabilities. For Urdu speakers, it primarily aimed 
at legitimizing its participation in the intra-Afghan talks  
and US-Taliban. 

8. For audiences outside the region, there is an 
overwhelming preoccupation with the Taliban’s 
military activities in its Arabic output. Its English 
communications appear mainly to be concerned with 
positioning it as a credible, conventional and, 
crucially, willing stakeholder in the ongoing peace 
talks.

9. There was a steep acceleration in Taliban content 
publication at the beginning of 2020 in the context of all 
but its Arabic-language materials. This came as a result 
of the Taliban having relaunched the English, Dari, Urdu 
and Pashto newswire services. Subsequent declines and 
increases may correspond to the Peace Negotiations. 

In-person communications

10. Because in-person outreach necessitates a high degree 
of freedom-of-movement and, with it, the ability to 
operate overtly, it is only really the Taliban that has 
been able to engage meaningfully in these activities 
in recent years. However, when IS-KP was in a stronger 
position in, say, 2017 and 2018, it too invested a great 
deal of time and energy in interpersonal outreach.

11. VEO outreach efforts are tailored to a range of target 
audiences both inside and outside of Afghanistan. 
Generally speaking, they are most focused at 
engaging Pashto communities in southern and eastern 
Afghanistan, though communications are also leveraged 
at Dari-speakers elsewhere in the country, Urdu-
speakers in greater South Asia, and Arabic- and English-
speakers in the rest of the world.

Violence-based communications

12. For supporters and potential supporters, both the 
Taliban and IS-KP use violence not only to accrue 
territory or material gain – but also as a means to 
demonstrate who their enemies are and what they  
are willing to do to defeat them. 

13. For adversarial audiences, both the Taliban and IS-
KP use kinetic action to degrade their adversaries 
psychologically as well as militarily and materially.  

Executive Summary
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Executive Summary

Recommendations 
The data and findings in this report provide insight into VEO narratives 
and objectives around Afghanistan. Combined with a Target Audience 
Analysis and clear programmatic objectives, this insight will add value to a 
communications plan and messaging grid. We propose a number of high-
level recommendations that are cross-cutting in any adversarial response 
to VEO communications in Afghanistan.

A communications response must be grounded in reality.  
VEO efforts to navigate through and dominate Afghanistan’s 
influence landscape align their actions both on and offline. Media 
messaging without corresponding activity, particularly in support 
of ‘Alternative Narratives’ will likely result in a ‘say-do’ gap that 
appears as propaganda. Any attempt to counter VEO efforts must  
be similarly grounded in real-world action—whether political, 
civilian, or military. 

Counter the five narratives strategically – not tactically. 
There is inherent value in exposing the ‘say-do’ gap of Taliban 
communications in line with their own narratives, discourses 
and themes (Capability, Vulnerability, Credibility, Legitimacy and 
Suitability), but this should be done proactively as a strategic 
approach rather than reacting and responding to each piece of 
content the Taliban produce. 

Evaluate the impact of VEO narratives and identify the  
‘say-do’ gaps. In order to challenge the five narratives, a level of 
effort for each would need to be decided and opportunities to 
expose the ‘say-do’ gap identified. While output is dominated by 
Capability and Vulnerability, this does not automatically translate to 
impact. A Target Audience Analysis evaluating the impact of each of 
the five narratives and seeking to discover the differences between 
what VEOs are saying and what they are doing would support 
effective Counter Narrative planning. 

VEO influence efforts are not confined to Afghanistan. While 
committed supporters are undoubtedly a core audience for VEO 
communicators, they are by no means their sole audience. With this 
in mind, efforts to undermine VEO influence in Afghanistan must 
be similarly holistic in their approach, or at least be developed in 
a manner that recognises that VEOs are seeking to win influence 
among many communities simultaneously. 

Ideology isn’t everything. Just a small proportion of VEO outreach 
in Afghanistan is geared towards communicating about ideology. 
Accordingly, efforts to undermine VEO influence in Afghanistan 
must not be overly preoccupied with the idea of presenting a 
theologically sound counter-argument to jihadism. 

A communications response  
must be grounded in reality.

Counter the five narratives 
strategically – not tactically. 

Evaluate the impact of VEO 
narratives and identify the  
‘say-do’ gaps.

VEO influence efforts are not 
confined to Afghanistan.

Ideology isn’t everything. 
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Introduction

Ongoing conflict during political negotiations.   
On 29 February 2020, the United States (US) signed a conditional 
peace agreement with the Afghan Taliban.1,2 The provisions of the deal 
included a total withdrawal of US and NATO troops from Afghanistan, 
a total rejection by the Taliban of al-Qa’ida (AQ), and the initiation 
of meaningful talks between the Taliban and the internationally 
recognized Afghan government.3 While the first round of intra-Afghan 
negotiations was originally planned for 10 March 2020, it was not until 
12 September 2020 that they began in earnest, having been held up by 
a dispute over a series of previously agreed-upon prisoner exchanges.4 

In the intervening period, the Afghan war has shown few signs of 
abating and, by October 2020, appeared to be intensifying further, 
with the Taliban launching a new, large-scale attack on Lashkar Gah, 
the capital of Afghanistan’s southern Helmand Province, in the middle 
of the month.5 Hopes for peace had been high in some quarter when 
the intra-Afghan talks kicked off just thirty days prior, but for many 
they were dashed when the Taliban set out on this latest attempt to 
take a major provincial capital. 

In some circles, its assault appeared to come out of nowhere 
and, consequently, was cause for confusion;6 Taliban negotiators 
in Doha, Qatar appeared to be sending one message to the US 
and its allies, while its field commanders in Helmand were sending 
another. However, this offensive should not have come as a surprise, 
nor should the fact that it occurred on the cusp of a new terrorist 
campaign from IS-KP, the official ISIS affiliate in Afghanistan.7  

The Taliban has been broadly consistent in maintaining their military 
campaign even during periods of political negotiations, and this has 

been reinforced by their uninterrupted on- and offline influence 
campaigns—calculated narrative-led activities aimed at shaping, 
leveraging and deploying information to achieve their tactical and 
strategic objectives in the conflict.8 

Expanding the understanding of VEO information warfare. 
While the military, political and community-based influence 
campaigns of the Taliban have been analysed extensively,9 the 
substance and implications of extremist influence activities, especially 
in the information space, have been relatively little explored. In 
order to better understand this dimension to the Taliban and 
IS-KP’s information operations, and enable an effective strategic 
communications response, this report explores how and why these 
VEOs are navigating the information battlefield in Afghanistan. 

Distinct from previous efforts, this report captures both on- and 
offline VEO outreach and information operations across the five major 
languages they use, and analyses the messages and narratives that 
these operations are attempting to propagate amongst Afghan citizens 
and towards other parties to the conflict. It draws on extensive 
primary data, including an ExTrac dataset of 45,779 pieces of Taliban 
and IS-KP media and social media content, and semi-structured 
interviews conducted by ExTrac’s research team in Afghanistan, 
as well as open and closed secondary sources. More details of the 
methodology used are found in Appendix A.

VEOs the world over use influence operations to achieve one 
overarching goal: to compound, amplify and crystallise their target 
audiences’ already-held political beliefs, ultimately seeking to turn their 
thoughts, whether positive or negative, into actions.10 

Report structure.  
This report is structured as follows: 

Section 1 focuses on why the Taliban 
and IS-KP use online and real-world 
influence operations, and identifies three 
objectives of their efforts: ‘propagation,’ 
‘legitimisation’ and ‘intimidation.’

Section 2 focuses on how these VEOs 
execute their influence operations –
media-based communications, in-person 
outreach, and through the use of real-
world violence. 

Section 3 focuses on what Afghan VEOs 
communicate when deploying influence 
operations. 

Section 4 contains ExTrac’s analytical 
conclusions stemming from Sections 
1–3, and offering a number of 
recommendations on how best to 
respond to, and ultimately undermine, 
Taliban and IS-KP narratives in 
Afghanistan. 
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Types Methods

Strategic messaging Tactical messaging Media-based  
communications

In-person  
communications

Violence-based  
communications

Establishes the political 
identity of the movement 
in question by setting out 
its general ideological line, 
developing its organisational 
brand, and clarifying and 
subsequently reiterating its 
end goals

This seeks to obtain im-
mediate results within that 
strategic framework. Tacti-
cal campaigns, which seek 
to incite specific actions or 
behaviors, only work if they 
are deployed in the context 
of ideas that have already 
been established by strate-
gic, brand-building outreach.

Comprise audio-visual 
content like radio programs, 
videos, magazines and  
photo-reports that can  
be broadcast by VEOs  
on- and offline.

Involve direct interpersonal 
engagement by VEO out-
reach units (e.g., religious 
police patrols, outreach 
fairs, and public punish-
ments).

Comprise acts of violence 
that are at least partially 
geared towards signaling 
intent and upholding organ-
isational brand (i.e., not just 
territorial or material gain).

Understanding VEO 
Communications

Influence campaigns are most effective when their target audiences 
have been ‘encircled’ and are being told or shown things to which 
they are already predisposed.11 If this condition of encirclement has 
been met, ideological or political concepts that were once abstract 
and alien can be normalised so that, eventually, the target audience 
member finds themselves ‘becom[ing] another person and obey[ing] 
impulses foreign to him [or her].’12 

Within this overall effort, there are a number of important 
messaging types13 and tools14 that VEOs use, described further  
in Box 1. These categories are used throughout this report. 

Crucially, this behavioural dividend does not materialise if the 
campaigns in question are only being deployed ‘in sporadic fashion 
and at random.’15 To be truly effective, they should be ‘total,’ making 
constant use of as many channels of interaction as possible.16 

Box 1, describing VEO messaging types and tools.
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Understanding VEO Communications

Objectives of VEO information warfare.  
Generally speaking, there are three principal objectives for 
VEO communication activities: propagation, legitimisation and 
intimidation.17 

Propagation are efforts to attract recruits, draw in 
donors, and expand the reach of the ideology. 

Legitimisation are efforts to justify violence and situate 
the actions of the movement in question within a 
broader historic context. 

Intimidation are efforts to scare and provoke adversaries.  
It most often manifests in propaganda of the deed and 
propaganda of the virtual deed. 

These objectives are usually leveraged simultaneously, with 
the relative prominence of each fluctuating in accordance with 
situational context. 

Taliban poster encouraging youth to engage in ‘media jihad.’ Source: Voice of Jihad Pashto.  
Published: 9 June 2020.

VideosLeadership  
Statement

Global News Photo EssayEulogiesAnalysis StatementInterviewInfographics Summary ReportPoetryNews Bulletin Magazine

Figure 1, The different media types in the Taliban corpus
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Key target audiences  
VEOs in Afghanistan use media-based strategic communication to 
influence a range of target audiences, which we have categorized 
into four broad categories as follows: 

Supporters and potential supporters inside Afghanistan.  
For TA #1, most VEO media content specifically caters to Pashto- 
and Dari-speakers with access to the internet. For the Taliban, the 
most important of these are those that live inside Taliban-held 
territories in the south and southeast of the country, even though 
Taliban publications can in theory be consumed wherever there is 
internet.18 

For its part, IS-KP has mainly levelled its media-based efforts at 
supporters in Nangarhar Province, wherein it had developed 
a strong presence.19 However, since November 2019 when 
the Afghan government declared IS-KP to have been defeated, 
there has been significantly less geographic specificity in IS-KP 
communications.20

Prioritisation of Afghan youth. While, generally speaking, neither 
the Taliban nor IS-KP specify the age demographic of their 
audiences, we can safely assume that it is Afghan youth that are 
the focus of the majority of their activities. This is because older 
Afghans generally do not actively use the internet, especially in 
Taliban-held parts of the country, let alone have access to the 
requisite communications technology to keep up with these 
groups.21 

Compounding the idea that most VEO media communications are 
Afghan youth-focused is the fact that the Taliban tends to publish a 
large amount of Pashto and Dari content that is explicitly levelled 
at young people in Afghanistan—for example, its calls for pro-
Taliban evangelism on social media or the various directives it has 
issued urging the young to be more pious.22 

How, what and  
why Afghan VEOs 
communicate

This section considers how the 
Taliban and IS-KP each engage in 
outreach in Afghanistan, as well as 
who their main target audiences are. 

i. Media-based 
Communications

Core audiences comprise:

TA #1
Supporters and potential supporters inside 
Afghanistan

TA #2
Supporters and potential supporters outside 
Afghanistan

TA #3 Engaged adversaries (i.e., Afghan government forces)

TA #4 Disengaged adversaries (i.e., civilian supporters of  
the Afghan government).
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Ethnic prioritisation. From an ethnic perspective, it is primarily 
Pashtuns—which make up approximately 40 percent of the Afghan 
population23—that the Taliban and IS-KP are concerned with, 
although they recruit from multiple ethnicities simultaneously.24 In 
the Taliban’s case, this targeting focus is rendered easily apparent 
when one considers that, in the 12 months up to 30 September 
2020, it published some 21,821 Pashto-language items but only 
6,698 Dari-language items.25 

This dynamic is likely down to the fact that the principal sphere 
of operations for VEOs in Afghanistan has historically been its 
Pashtun-majority provinces in the south and east, a dynamic 
evidenced by the geographic clustering of Taliban news reporting 
in the year up to  30  September 2020 (see Figure 2).26 It also 
reflects the partly tribal nature of the conflict, although this 
element is complex and resistant to simple identity-based 
categorsation.

That being said, it is worth noting that, in IS-KP’s case, all officially 
branded IS-KP content emerges in Arabic first, and is then left to 
supporters to translate it into Pashto and Dari.27 This speaks to 
a critical difference between the target audience priorities of the 
Taliban and IS-KP. Whereas Taliban materials are made to be more 
directly and immediately relevant to supporters inside Afghanistan, 
those produced by IS-KP are made to be more directly and 
immediately relevant to ISIS’s Arabic-speaking supporters outside 
Afghanistan. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate i. Media-based Communications

Figure 2, Taliban news reporting by location in the year up to 30 September 2020. Source: ExTrac.
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Supporters and potential supporters outside Afghanistan.  
For TA#2, in the case of the Taliban it is possible to derive a good 
sense of where these external supporters are located based on 
linguistic variance in its media output. In the 12 months up to 
September 30, it published 23,846 items in languages other than 
Pashto—11,066 in Arabic, 6,698 in Dari, 3,506 in Urdu, and 2,575 
in English.28 

The weighting towards Arabs is likely driven by the fact that the 
Taliban has historically derived a significant amount of support—
material and otherwise—from patrons in the Arabian Peninsula.29 

Its Urdu media network, though far less productive, enables it 
to extend its influence to supporters in South Asia—especially 
Pakistan, but also India and Bangladesh—whereas its least 
productive English media network facilitates outreach to the rest 
of the world (including, importantly, non-Afghan adversaries).30

The situation is much simpler for IS-KP, the official media output 
of which is invariably published in Arabic before then being 
translated into Pashto and, less commonly, Dari. This reflects the 
fact that much of what IS-KP does is as important to ISIS outside 
Afghanistan as it is to IS-KP within it. 

Engaged and disengaged adversaries.  
TAs #3 and #4 are less the focus of Taliban media output than 
they are that of IS-KP. While the vast majority of Taliban materials 
overtly cater to committed supporters and sympathizers, almost 
all recent IS-KP content is specifically levied at friend and foe alike. 

Some 45 percent of IS-KP’s visual materials from the year 
up to 30 September 2020 document either the aftermath of 
attacks—corpses in various states of disrepair and piles of looted 
ammunition—or the execution of captives. These common 
adversary-facing tropes are frequently deployed by ISIS’s global 
propaganda machine.31 Not only do they invite support from 
sympathizers outside Afghanistan, they also demonstrate to foes 
within that it remains a potent threat in spite of their having 
declared it defeated. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate i. Media-based Communications
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The Taliban’s media-based communications 

The Taliban presides over a convoluted network of media 
organisations operating on- and offline in Afghanistan. Its radio 
station, Shariat Ghag, broadcasts across its key territories and, in 
cyberspace, it deploys a vast, dedicated media apparatus known 
as ‘The Voice of Jihad.’32 It also leverages a parallel network of 
sympathizer sites, among them ‘Tora Bora Jihadi Front’ and  
‘nunn.asia.’i 

Besides radio and digital media hubs, the Taliban also employs two 
official spokesmen, Zabihullah Mujahid and Qari Yusuf Ahmadi 
(NB: these are thought to just be monikers, rather than the same 
two individuals).33 Using anything from Twitter to WhatsApp, 
they clarify positions, claim credit for military activities, and deny 
reports running against its narratives.34 

Both spokesmen are in continuous contact with select parts of 
Afghan media, which they seek to use to shape the adversarial 
narrative environment.35 Importantly, their remit extends beyond 
the borders of Afghanistan. In July 2020, for example, the day after 
a report on the Afghan activities of an Uzbek VEO surfaced on 
a US-based conflict news site, the Taliban came forward to deny 
it, claiming that it was based on misappropriated, misinterpreted 
information.36

i As an important aside, no distinction can be drawn between the media-based 
outreach of the so-called Haqqani Network, which is often considered to be distinct 
from the Taliban, and that of the Taliban itself. Per the surfeit of eulogies that were 
published via The Voice of Jihad on the anniversary of Jalaluddin Haqqani’s death,  
the Taliban itself considers his eponymous network to be part and parcel of its 
political and military machinery in Afghanistan.

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Screenshot of homepage for Voice of Jihad Pashto. Source: Voice of Jihad Pashto.  
Taken: 13 November 2020

i. Media-based Communications
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An emphasis on propagation. While overt legitimisation efforts 
like the above are commonplace, the vast majority of the 
Taliban’s day-to-day media output revolves around its military and 
governance operations and is, broadly speaking, geared towards 
propagation—that is, projecting an image of itself as a credible 
force by demonstrating strength and capability. 

In addition to that subset of quotidian ‘news’ content, which is 
relatively simple to produce from an editorial standpoint, the 
Taliban also publishes a number of magazines—among them: Srak 
and Shahamat, both of which are published in Pashto, sometimes 
monthly and sometimes quarterly; Morchal and Haghighat, both 
of which are published monthly in Dari; Shariat, which is published 
monthly in Urdu; and Al Somood, which is published irregularly 
in Arabic (only one new issue was released between September 
2019 and September 2020)—and videos, usually via either the 
al-Emarah or Al Hijrat Studio.37 In the 12 months up to 30 
September 2020, for example, it published some 140 videos.38

Typical of this kind of VEO content, Taliban-published magazines 
and videos are diverse, covering anything from governance efforts 
to kinetic activities with a view to achieving all three of the above-
described communication objectives, sometimes simultaneously. 
Crucially, however, they tend to avoid documenting abuses. 
Indeed, while the Taliban does not shy away from reporting on its 
military activities—whether they are conventional or terroristic 
in nature—it usually refrains from providing visual evidence of 
their immediate impact. This sort of thing is left to its support 
network on social media, from which emerges a regular drumbeat 
of unofficial video clips showing the brutal treatment and, on 
occasion, execution of captives.39 

Such a restrained approach towards the media depiction of 
violence enables the Taliban to have the best of both worlds. By 
not publishing these materials itself, it appears to be trying to 
portray itself as a respectable state-like actor adhering to the 
norms of war. 

Screenshots of 170th issue of Al Somood  
magazine. Source: Official Al Somood 
archive. Published: April 2020.

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate i. Media-based Communications
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Output trends.i In the 12 months up to 30 September 2020, the 
Taliban published 45,666 items through its ‘Voice of Jihad’ network 
(Figure 3). It published content in five languages—Arabic, Dari, 
English, Urdu and Pashto.40 While some items, like magazines, 
videos and poetry, only ever appeared in a single language, a large 
proportion was made available in translation across all five. 

Figure 4, which visualizes Taliban output per month by language, 
shows a steep acceleration in content publication at the beginning 
of 2020 in the context of all but its Arabic-language materials. 
This came as a result of the Taliban having relaunched the English, 
Dari, Urdu and Pashto newswire services that are responsible for 
producing official news bulletins, which comprise the vast majority 
of its daily output. All of these feeds had been dormant since mid- 
to late 2018, for reasons that are unclear. 

Notably, it also shows another less pronounced increase across 
all but the English output between February and March 2020. 
This reflects both the sudden injection of coverage regarding 
the Taliban’s efforts to promote the legitimacy of the conditional 
peace agreement in Afghanistan and a short-term uptick in its 
military reporting. 

i Details on data sourcing and analytical methods are included in Appendix A.

While the logic behind the former dynamic is intuitive—the 
Taliban was simply encouraging support for its participation 
in talks with the US—the reason behind the latter, which saw 
increased war-reporting across the board, is less obvious. 
The likeliest reason is that it wanted to make assurances to 
its supporters that its engagement with the US and Afghan 
government did not mean it was giving up its military effort. 
Notably, it also shows a surge in Pashto and Dari output between 
March and April followed by a period of precipitous decline and 
then more gradual recovery in the run up to September. There is 
a possibility that this was at least partially a result of peace talks-
related outreach initiatives.

Broadly speaking, the composition of each linguistic dataset is 
roughly the same. The vast majority (around 86 percent) of the  
items in them comprises news bulletins and photo-reports 
focused  
on civilian and military matters. The geographic spread of these 
bulletins is visualized in Figure 2, which reflects the fact that most 
referred to (mostly military) activities in Afghanistan’s western, 
southern, and eastern reaches.
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In addition to news reports, about seven percent of each 
archive consists of analytical essays focusing on local political 
developments (including the peace process), global news events, 
and theological discussion. The remaining seven percent is made 
up of a mixture of videos, infographics, leadership statements, and 
magazines. 

These structural similarities aside, there was a significant range 
in the respective scale of each linguistic dataset—whereas there 
were 21,821 Pashto items in total, there were only 11,066 Arabic 
items, 6,698 Dari items, 3,506 Urdu items, and 2,575 English items. 
Notably, the Pashto archive also contains a separate subset of 
explicitly demarcated theological materials, as well as another 
comprising just taranas (chants) and another comprising just 
magazines.41 It also contains a much larger number of magazines 
and videos than the other datasets. This is as indicative of the 
Taliban’s Pashtun-dominated media production capabilities as it is 
of anything else.

The disparity in the relative size of each dataset is a result of 
the fact that the Taliban has to make decisions about how to 
apportion scarce resources in order to achieve its goals most 
efficiently, whether within Afghanistan or beyond. Given that, the 
respective scale of its media output reveals much about how 
the Taliban segments its various target audiences. Among other 
things, it is clear that it caters to three fairly distinct groupings: 
consumers in Afghanistan; consumers in greater South Asia; and 
consumers in the rest of the world. Its Pashto and Dari content 
caters to the first, Urdu to the second, and Arabic and English to 
the third.42
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Narratives 
Across the datasets, five narratives emerge, each of which 
is visualized in Figures 6 to 15. The first two, Capability and 
Vulnerability, directly relate to the war in Afghanistan. They are the 
focus of the vast majority of the content published by the Taliban 
in the period under review (96 percent of the Arabic materials, 79 
percent of the Dari materials, 89 percent of the English materials, 
84 percent of the Pashto materials, and 83 percent of the Urdu 
materials). The other three narratives, Credibility, Legitimacy, 
and Suitability, revolve around the Taliban’s political doctrine 
and civilian ambitions. They are the focus of the remaining 
output across all five languages in the period under review (four 
percent of the Arabic materials, 21 percent of the Dari materials, 
11 percent of the English materials, 16 percent of the Pashto 
materials, and 17 percent of the Urdu materials). 

The difference in thematic weighting between the war-focused 
and civilian-affairs-focused clusters of material is largely down 
to the fact that almost all news bulletins, which comprise the 
vast majority of the Taliban’s day-to-day output, focus on either 
kinetic operations or the ‘crimes’ of its adversaries. The remaining 
content, while it forms only a small proportion of the archives in 
pure numerical terms, tends to be significantly more sophisticated 
from an editorial perspective and in scope, comprising anything 
from lengthy written analyses to feature-length films. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate
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Capability. This narrative revolves around the Taliban’s military 
effectiveness on the battlefield. It is the focus of some three 
quarters of the 45,556 items published by the Taliban in the 
12 months in question. When considering just its war-focused 
content, it makes up 91 percent of the Arabic materials, 85 
percent of the Dari materials, 87 percent of the English materials, 
77 percent of the Pashto materials, and 88 percent of the Urdu 
materials. 

This narrative comprises 19 themes grouped into five discourses.  
In order of prevalence across all languages, they are: Kinetic 
activities; Dominance; Military preparations; Glorification of jihad; 
and Counter-Daesh operations. 

‘Kinetic activities’ material revolves around the 
Taliban’s military operations—anything from news 
reports on targeted killings to analyses compiled in 
the aftermath of large-scale offensives. It usually takes 
the form of news reports.43

‘Dominance’ material revolves around the defeat 
of the enemy on the battlefield—both when they 
retreat in the wake of Taliban incursions or when 
they surrender or defect to its ranks. It too usually 
appears as news reports.44

‘Military preparations’ material revolves around the 
activities of Taliban training camps and fortification 
efforts. On account of the fact that it is geared 
towards providing evidence of the Taliban’s military 
prowess and professionalism, it usually takes the form 
of visual content like photo-reports or videos.45

‘Glorification of jihad’ material eulogizes prominent 
members of the Taliban, invariably celebrating their 
military careers, or ruminates on the honour, privilege 
and necessity of engaging in violent action in the 
name of Islam. It usually emerges in essay, magazine or 
video form.46 

‘Counter-Daesh operations’ material revolves 
around the Taliban’s successes in undermining IS-KP 
in eastern Afghanistan. This content, which appears 
exclusively in the form of essays across all languages, 
is principally geared towards lambasting the Afghan 
government for taking too much credit inthe war on 
Daesh.47

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Examples of Capability narrative 
in Taliban media output. Source: 
Voice of Jihad Pashto.  
Published: 1 October 2020;  
10 August 2020.
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Vulnerability. The other war-focused narrative revolves around 
the notion of imposed violence and civilian vulnerability. When 
considering just the Taliban’s war-focused content, it makes up 9 
percent of the Arabic dataset, 15 percent of the Dari dataset, 13 
percent of the English dataset, 23 percent of the Pashto dataset, 
and 12 percent of the Urdu dataset. The Vulnerability narrative is 
principally geared towards casting the enemies of the Taliban in a 
negative light by drawing attention to the purportedly indiscriminate 
hardships they impose on the Afghan population. 

It is much less varied than the Capability narrative, comprising just 
three themes and one broader discourse: Victimhood.

‘Victimhood’ material revolves around one of three things:

 

The daily violence to which Afghan civilians are purportedly  
subjected by US and Afghan military strikes. 

The deliberate political victimisation of civilians living in  
contested territories. 

The popular discontent they feel towards the purported abuses  
of the Afghan government. 

Like the five discourses that make up the Capability narrative, in 
the vast majority of cases, this one manifests in the form of news 
reports about civilian deaths or the destruction of civilian property. 
The rest of the time, it emerges in the form of summary reports 
and infographics aggregating statistics.48

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Example of Vulnerability narrative in Taliban media output. Source: Al Somood; Voice of Jihad English.  
Published: October 2016; 11 November 2020.

The daily violence to which Afghan civilians are purportedly 
subjected by US and Afghan military strikes. 

The deliberate political victimisation of civilians living in 
contested territories. 

The popular discontent they feel towards the purported abuses  
of the Afghan government. 
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Credibility. This narrative revolves around the idea that the Taliban 
is a credible and effective governing actor. When considering just 
the civilian-affairs-focused content, it makes up 40 percent of the 
Arabic dataset, 44 percent of the Dari dataset, 48 percent of the 
English dataset, 42 percent of the Pashto dataset, and 16 percent 
of the Urdu dataset. The Credibility narrative comprises 17 themes 
and two distinct discourses: Statehood; and Civilian life.

Examples of Credibility narra-
tive in Taliban media output. 
Source: Voice of Jihad Pashto;  
Voice of Jihad Urdu; Voice of 
Jihad English. Published: 13 
October 2020; 24 August 2020; 
16 September 2020.

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

The other cluster of Taliban narratives – Credibility, 
Legitimacy, and Suitability – revolves around its political 
doctrine and civilian ambitions. 

‘Statehood’ material revolves around the Taliban’s forays into 
government services. They focus on areas including the Taliban’s 
outreach and education efforts to its law enforcement activities, 
public health programmes and road-building works. Notably, a 
significant amount of its recent public-health-related content 
deals with its response to the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic in Afghanistan. This discourse primarily takes the form 
of news articles, interviews and leadership statements.49 

‘Civilian life’ material revolves around what it is to be a civilian 
non-combatant living in territories controlled by the Taliban. It 
covers anything from wrestling competitions to weather reports 
and appear to be principally driven by a desire to demonstrate 
that pro-Taliban civilians enjoy both prosperity and security.50

i. Media-based Communications
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Legitimacy. This narrative is the second-most prevalent in the 
Taliban’s civilian-affairs-focused output. For the most part emerging 
after the conditional peace agreement was signed in February 2020, 
these materials are simultaneously geared towards demarcating 
its position vis-à-vis the prospect of peace and positioning it as a 
reliable and trustworthy political stakeholder that is constantly 
being wronged by its adversaries. When considering just the 
civilian-affairs-focused content, it makes up 37 percent of the Arabic 
dataset, 29 percent of the Dari dataset, 38 percent of the English 
dataset, 15 percent of the Pashto dataset, and 58 percent of the 
Urdu dataset. 

It is moderately less variable than the Credibility narrative, 
comprising 12 themes and three distinct discourses:  
Peace process; Prison issues; and Counter-claims. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Example of Legitimacy narrative 
in Taliban media output. Source: 
Voice of Jihad English. Published: 
29 September 2020.

‘Peace process’ material revolves around the intra-Afghan talks 
and US-Taliban negotiations. It covers anything from ceasefires 
and enemy spoiler campaigns to Taliban efforts to promote and 
celebrate the prospect of a lasting peace accord being signed. 
This content tends to manifest in photo-report and news article 
form.51 

‘Prison issues’ material revolves around the Afghan government’s 
purported duplicity regarding the release of prisoners that was 
a binding part of the conditional peace agreement. Principally 
emerging in the form of leadership statements and analytical 
essays, it invariably casts the Taliban as a wronged party that is 
sincere in its desire for peace.52 

‘Counter-claims’ material comprise statements from the Taliban’s 
leadership and spokespeople that push back on negative reports 
on its activities and, in the same breath, accuse its adversaries of 
hypocrisy and/or dishonesty.53
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Suitability. This last narrative is geared towards demonstrating 
that, as well as being able to govern the Afghan people, the 
Taliban has a right to govern them too. To that end, it is geared 
to demonstrating the group’s closeness to the cultural practices, 
identities and beliefs that dominate much of rural Afghanistan. 
When considering just the Taliban’s civilian-affairs-focused content, 
it makes up 24 percent of the Arabic dataset, 26 percent of the 
Dari dataset, 14 percent of the English dataset, 43 percent of 
the Pashto dataset, and 26 percent of the Urdu dataset. That 
this narrative is disproportionately prevalent in the context of 
the Pashto and Dari datasets is to be expected: after all, these 
materials aim to convince Afghans, not others, of the reasons why 
they should opt for Taliban rule. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is by far the most varied in terms of its 
content, comprising 24 themes falling into six distinct discourses: 
Islam; Local positioning; Afghan identity; Global positioning; 
Political doctrine; and Worldview. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

‘Islam’ material revolves around Taliban-sponsored 
religious activities in Afghanistan—anything 
from content tracking the Qur’an memorisation 
competitions it hosts to lengthy essays making a case 
for Islamic rule.54

‘Local positioning’ material revolves around Taliban 
attacks on its local enemies in Afghanistan—usually 
the Afghan government but also its allies—and 
efforts to demonstrate that the Talban is an organic, 
indigenous and therefore legitimate part of Afghan 
politics. Amidst these items, traditional Pashto and 
Dari poetry plays a significant role.55 

‘Afghan identity’ material is implicitly nationalist or 
patriotic in nature. They manifest in anything from 
aggrandizing accounts of the mujahidin’s resistance 
against Soviet occupation to historic analyses of the 
events that led to Afghan independence in 1919.56 

‘Global positioning’ material is geared towards 
slandering the Taliban’s foes, most commonly the 
US government but also the likes of the UK and 
NATO. This discourse is conspicuously absent from 
its English output but an important part of its Arabic 
corpus.57 

‘Political doctrine’ material tends to manifest 
as Taliban analyses on the rule of law, the role 
of democracy and the need to respect what it 
considers to be key human rights in Afghanistan (for 
example, the ability to speak out in its favour without 
risking prison).58

‘Worldview’ material comprises Taliban analytical 
commentary on global affairs—anything from the 
outbreak of COVID-19 in China to the desecration 
of religious monuments in Syria.59 
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Figure 5 visualizes the respective salience of these narratives 
over the course of 2019 and 2020. Among other things, it shows 
that those pertaining to civilian affairs (Credibility, Legitimacy, and 
Suitability) witnessed a marked increase in prominence in the 
months that followed the signing of the US-Taliban agreement 
in February 2020, with a notable spike in Legitimacy-related 
materials occurring in its immediate aftermath across all language. 

The prevalence of the warfare-focused narratives, on the other 
hand, was less consistent. After peaking in all but the Arabic 
dataset in January 2020, there was a gradual drop in warfare-
orientated over the course of the next few months, until—in 
context of the Dari, English and Pashto datasets at least—it 
exhibited another surge in output. It is worth noting that, per the 
prevalence of war-related materials in Arabic dataset in the last 
three months of 2019, their absence in the other datasets during 
this time should not be taken as an indication of kinetic inactivity 
on the part of the Taliban. 
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Figures 6 to 15 are network maps that visualize the above-described 
narratives, discourses and themes as network maps. Shown in 
Appendix B, Figures 6 and 7 relate to the Taliban’s Arabic output, 
8 and 9 to its Dari output, 10 and 11 to its English output, 12 and 
13 to its Pashto output, and 14 and 15 to its Urdu output. Above 
each network map is a bar chart showing the respective size and 
constitution of each network (i.e., how many items there are in it 
as well as how many relate to warfare and statecraft respectively). 
These charts indicate that the broad thematic parameters of the 
Taliban’s output in the 12 months up to 30 September 2020 are 
fairly consistent across the languages in question. Indeed, they show 
that the vast majority of its content, whether Arabic, Dari, English, 
Pashto or Urdu, invariably revolves around establishing an idea of its 
military capabilities and justifying the reasons for fighting. 

That being said, when just the Taliban’s civilian-affairs-focused 
content is taken into consideration, there is a fairly high degree 
of variance across languages, one that is too big to be purely 
coincidental. Based on it, it would appear that the Taliban media 
apparatus tailored how its activities and ambitions were framed 
according to the target audience it was seeking to influence. That is 
to say, Afghans were told one thing (or, rather, set of things), South 
Asians another, and the rest of the world yet another. 

For Pashto- and Dari-speakers inside Afghanistan, there was 
relatively more time and energy spent on promoting its local causes 
and capabilities. This is logical: such materials are a way for the 
Taliban to convince Afghans not only that it has their interests in 
mind but that it has the ability to advance them as well. For Urdu 
speakers, Taliban communications appeared to be tailored more 
towards legitimizing its participation in the intra-Afghan talks and 
US-Taliban negotiations than anything else, perhaps because it feels 
defensive in the face of criticism from rival VEOs in Pakistan. When 
it comes to audiences outside the region, the differences are even 
more pronounced. On the one hand there is an overwhelming 
preoccupation with the Taliban’s military activities in its Arabic 
output, something that bespeaks its desire to bolster the militant 
jihad aspect of its brand and thereby, potentially, cater to patrons 
in the Arabian Peninsula, and on the other there is its pared back 
English communications, which appear mainly to be concerned 
with positioning it as a credible, conventional and, crucially, willing 
stakeholder in the ongoing peace talks. 
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IS-KP’s media-based communications

Limited current significance. Compared to the Taliban’s efforts,  
IS-KP’s media-based outreach in Afghanistan is presently of marginal 
significance. For the most part, it is limited to claims published in 
the aftermath of terrorist attacks, often one or two  
days after the operations themselves.60 In the year up to 30 
September 2020, 96 claims, ten photo-reports and one video were 
published by IS-KP, in addition, that is, to five Afghanistan-focused 
analytical essays that were compiled by ISIS-Central. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Example of Capability narrative in IS-KP media output. Source: Nashir News Agency. 
Published: 25 October 2020.
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Emphasis on legitimisation and intimidation. Given the 
embattled position IS-KP finds itself in today in Afghanistan, it 
is not surprising that its recent content has been geared less 
towards expansion and more towards legitimisation—defending its 
reputation by purporting to demonstrate its enduring potency—
and intimidation—aggressively evidencing its ability to dole out 
violence against its foes, whether armed or otherwise.61 

The fact that these are its undergirding communications goals is 
further demonstrated by the languages within which IS-KP media 
appears: all official content is originally published in Arabic and only 
later translated into Pashto and Dari, suggesting that its principal 
audience lies outside IS-KP’s immediate theatre of operations. This 
means that it remains for the most part marginal to mainstream 
discourse in Afghanistan, and those messages which do penetrate 
into the country largely rely on dissemination by a relatively closed 
network of committed supporters.62 

It is important to note that things were not always this way. From 
2015 to 2017 in particular, IS-KP’s media-based outreach operation 
was more formidable, comprising more content, better quality and 
greater complexity.63 Indeed, for a time, it was even broadcasting 
its own FM radio station in Nangarhar.64 However, as a result of 
pressure from the Taliban, US-led coalition, and Afghan government 
forces, its media operation has witnessed a precipitous decline in 
recent years.65 

Output Trends. IS-KP’s output in the 12 months to 30 September 
2020 was much more modest than that of the Taliban. Indeed, it 
published less than a quarter of one percent of Taliban output in the 
same period—just 112 items: 96 attack claims, ten photo-reports, 
one video, and five analytical essays, all in Arabic in their original 
form. 

All the attack claims, nine of the photo-reports, and two of the 
essays revolved around the Capability narrative. They reported 
on and exaggerated its offensive operations—usually focusing on 
assassinations, bombings and suicide attacks. Its photo-reports 
often covered the same events, though capturing them from a 
different perspective, that of their aftermath.66 To that end, three of 
them comprised collections of images of dead bodies and captured 
munitions. Six of the remaining photo-reports documented the 
immediate run-up to these operations, either comprising portrait 
images of the perpetrators of suicide attacks or showing missiles 
being set up ahead of being launched at enemy positions.67 

The three remaining analytical essays, video, and one remaining 
photo-report were focused on demonstrating its Suitability as a 
power-broker in Afghanistan. Each of the essays castigated the 
Taliban for sacrificing the interests of Afghan Muslims in order to 
achieve material goals by engaging in peace talks, something that 
the video also zoned in on, using its participation in them as an 
opportunity to delegitimize its stated aims and objectives.68
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ii. In-person Communications

Key target audiences 
Unlike media-based outreach, in-person outreach is by definition 
restricted to audiences inside the country itself, especially in 
places where VEOs are most present and active but in practice 
covering most of the country outside of the most securitized 
central areas of the Afghanistan’s main cities.

TAs #1 and #4. Crucially, communities living in VEO-controlled 
territories are captive audiences for this form of outreach, 
whether or not they are supporters.69 Unless they opt not to go 
to local mosques or send their children to school, they are bound 
to come into regular contact with VEO outreach cadres.70 

Keeping in line with the predominantly Pashtun-focus of VEO 
content in Afghanistan, the most sophisticated examples of in-
person VEO campaigning have tended to be deployed in the 
Pashtun-majority south and east of the country—places where 
the Taliban and IS-KP have been able to tap most easily into local 
religious and education infrastructure and cultural tradition.71 
Through pre-existing structures such as these, they have been 
able to influence both supporters and potential supporters, and 
adversaries and potential adversaries—using them as arenas in 
which to preach intentions and doctrine and, to a lesser extent, 
coerce acquiescence.

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

ii. In-person 
Communications

Core audiences comprise:

TA #1
Supporters and potential supporters inside 
Afghanistan

TA #4 Disengaged adversaries (i.e., civilian supporters of  
the Afghan government).
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Role of the ulama.i Besides institutions like schools, seminaries 
and mosques, Afghan VEOs have also been known to leverage the 
ulama as a core arbiter of their in-person influence activities.72 
The ulama are a critically influential demographic for rural 
Afghans; as local religious leaders, they are widely respected at a 
community level and often play a pivotal pseudo-judicial role in 
local politics by mediating disputes and advising on legal matters.73 

And, as vectors of militant influence, they have a rich historic 
pedigree.74 During the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, many 
were prominent leaders of the resistance and, accordingly, 
held influential positions in the Taliban-led government in its 
aftermath.75 While their role in conventional Afghan politics is now 
much depleted, they frequently retain importance at a local level. 

Given Afghanistan is home to about 120,000 active mosques and 
that, usually, there are between one and two mullahs affiliated with 
a single mosque, it is self-evident that VEOs such as the Taliban, 
and, to a lesser extent IS-KP, would invest as much time as they 
can in winning them over—or in suppressing the voices of those 
who disagree with their cause.76

Because in-person outreach necessitates a high degree of 
freedom-of-movement and, with it, the ability to operate overtly, it 
is only really the Taliban that has been able to engage meaningfully 
in these activities in recent years. However, when IS-KP was in a 
stronger position in, say, 2017 and 2018, it too invested a great 
deal of time and energy in interpersonal outreach.77 

i Sometimes referred to as mullahs. 

Taliban-hosted celebration of Afghanistan’s Independence Day in Paktia. 
Source: Voice of Jihad Urdu. Published: 22 August 2020.
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The Taliban’s in-person outreach activities

Above almost any other institution or structure in rural 
Afghanistan, mosques are the lynchpin of Taliban outreach.78 

By leveraging its control of them, the ulama that are associated 
with them, and other religious institutions such as seminaries 
and madrassas, the Taliban is able to enjoy regular, structured 
contact with its most important target audiences. Attendees 
are exposed to its evangelism (da’wah) officials, handed reams of 
doctrinal literature, and forced to listen to centrally coordinated, 
propagation-focused sermons (khutbahs).79 

Outreach through formal and informal governance institutions. 
That being said, the Taliban’s in-person outreach activities are 
not limited to religious infrastructure alone. There are also its 
jirga proceedings, at which rural notables are brought together to 
settle disputes and raise complaints, as well as the many official 
commissions it charges with visibly overseeing various aspects of 
its shadow state, many of which usually operate with a high degree 
of autonomy from its central bureaucracy, like schools and medical 
clinics.80 

Representatives of these commissions regularly interact with  
local managers and staff—and, through them, the general public 
—to ensure that they are conducting themselves in a manner 
that is appropriate in the eyes of the Taliban and popular with the 
population, for example by providing and enforcing impartial  
justice and punishing corruption.i 

i  By the end of October 2020, the Taliban had launched at least eight commissions: 
the Commission for Military Affairs; the Intelligence Commission; the Commission for 
Prevention of Civilian Casualties and Complaints; the Commission for the Control 
and Regulation of NGOs and Companies; the Commission for Prisoner Affairs; the 
Commission for Agriculture, Livestock, Ushr and Zakat; the Education Commission; 
and the Health Commission. As reported by the research team in Afghanistan.

This system of highly visible checks and balances enables it to 
‘govern’ at arm’s reach, to have a physical presence without 
shouldering the burden of responsibility, meaning it can benefit from 
the perception of being in charge without taking flack when things 
go wrong. Instead, through both coercive and supportive means, 
its officials are able continuously to tailor and adjust the municipal 
activities of local communities, ultimately using them—and the 
perception that it is responsible for them—to demonstrate the 
Taliban’s apparent credibility as a state-like actor that is concerned 
for, and looking to improve the lot of, its subjects.

Challenges to Taliban governance. It is worth noting that the 
Taliban’s efforts to influence with and through its constituents do 
not go unchallenged. Communities have sometimes responded 
adversely to its efforts to manipulate them. In such situations, 
it has been known to respond with both carrots and sticks. For 
instance, in response to an anti-Taliban uprising in Nangarhar in 
2019, it initially used violence to try to quell the resistance.81 After 
its efforts failed, it set about trying to pay off local notables so 
that they—and, with them, the rest of their community—would 
fall in line with its desires. While the elders ultimately rejected 
its financial entreaties, the initiative resulted in their adopting a 
position of neutrality vis-à-vis both the Taliban and the Afghan 
government. 
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IS-KP’s in-person outreach activities

As at the end of October 2020, IS-KP was severely restricted 
in its in-person outreach in Afghanistan, even in areas where it 
was once a dominant actor. Multiple sources across Nangarhar 
Province reported in late 2020 that the only communities with 
which it had any meaningful contact were those that had direct 
familial connections with active IS-KP operatives.82 

This situation, which was a direct outcome of military pressure 
from the Afghan government and its allies and the Taliban, made 
IS-KP much less viable as a political actor in Afghanistan and, 
therefore, reliant on the deployment of violence to make its 
presence known.

As with IS-KP’s media-based outreach, things were not always 
this way. For a time, when it controlled swathes of territory and 
sizeable populations in eastern Afghanistan, IS-KP made use of a 
similar set of institutional mechanisms to those leveraged by the 
Taliban—that is, mosques, seminaries, and jirga.83 

However, unlike the Taliban, when this was the case, IS-KP 
exercised significantly less coercive restraint on its local 
operatives. Indeed, whereas the former bureaucratized its system 
of behavioural checks and balances, IS-KP gave its rank-and-
file autonomy.84 This meant they could judge, and subsequently 
enforce, what they thought was and was not appropriate. While 
this initially lent IS-KP a significant amount of appeal among 
disenfranchised members of the Taliban who thought it was too 
flexible in its approach towards Islamic rule, it ultimately turned 
many communities in Nangarhar against it.85 
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Key target audiences 
VEOs use violence-based communications – or signalling – 
to influence target audiences inside and outside Afghanistan.  
They comprise: 

 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Core audiences comprise:

TA #1
Supporters and potential supporters inside 
Afghanistan

TA #2
Supporters and potential supporters outside 
Afghanistan

TA #3 Engaged adversaries (i.e., Afghan government forces)

TA #4 Disengaged adversaries (i.e., civilian supporters of  
the Afghan government).

Importantly, these efforts are not confined to the specific location 
in which VEOs deploy their violence. Rather, through claims 
of responsibility and subsequent media attention, their impact 
iteratively transcends both communities and borders.86 This 
makes violence-based outreach ideal for communicating intent and 
capability to both friend and foe. 

iii. Violence-based 
Communications

In Afghanistan, VEO signalling violence is geared towards resonating 
with the same four target audiences discussed above: supporters 
and potential supporters inside Afghanistan; supporters and 
potential supporters outside Afghanistan; engaged adversaries (i.e., 
Afghan government forces); and disengaged adversaries (i.e., civilian 
supporters of the Afghan government).

TAs #1 and #2. For supporters and potential supporters, the 
symbolic utility of VEO violence is self-evident. A large part of 
what makes an insurgency – or any type of conflict – successful is 
the effective deployment of violent action for political effect.87 In 
the Afghan context, both the Taliban and IS-KP use violence not 
only to accrue territory or material gain – but also as a means to 
demonstrate who their enemies are and what they are willing to  
do to defeat them. 

Depending on the type of violence deployed, the particular signal 
it stands to send can change. For example, large-scale conventional 
assaults against government-held positions are not just about 
material gain. Rather, they position the VEO in question as an equal 
contender, a force capable of fighting a state entity on its  
own terms. 

So for supporters and sympathizers at least, conventional 
warfighting can be used to establish a sense of credibility as well as 
capability. By contrast, terroristic violence is more geared towards 
evidencing presence than anything else—not just that the VEO in 
question is surviving in an area where it has not established control, 
but that it is also able to persistently undermine its adversaries’ 
efforts to deliver a sense of security in spite of their best efforts. 

iii. Violence-based Communications
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TAs #3 and #4. For adversarial audiences, the signalling utility of 
violence is also self-evident. VEOs everywhere use kinetic action 
to degrade their adversaries psychologically as well as militarily and 
materially. When transmuted and amplified by media coverage, acts 
of violence become tools with which to communicate resolve and 
capability both with the near, active adversary (i.e., members of 
the Afghan or US military) and the far, inactive adversary (i.e., the 
Afghan diaspora or US citizens).88 

It would be wrong to suggest that all acts of VEO violence in 
Afghanistan are geared towards signalling; the primary logic, 
especially in the context of the Taliban, of armed operations is 
to take territory and cause material pain to the adversary. That 
being said, it would be equally wrong to discount the fact that acts 
of violence communicate with both supporters and adversaries 
whenever and wherever they occur, and that that this process 
of communication is something that VEOs have an active role in 
mediating, shaping and amplifying. 

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Screenshot from IS-KP video documenting its recent terror campaign in 
Kabul. Source: Nashir News Agency. Published: 22 September 2020.

iii. Violence-based Communications
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The Taliban’s violence-based signalling

The Taliban uses terrorist violence—often accompanied by the 
targeted distribution of shabnamah (‘night letter’ pamphlets or 
leaflets containing statements of intent and threats)—to flag its 
political priorities to supporters and warn adversaries not to get 
in its way.89 For example, in a single three-day period in September 
2019, it waged a sustained war against voting infrastructure across 
Afghanistan, publishing some 151 reports about attacks that 
specifically targeted its electoral system.90 

As part of this, it set about systematically destroying polling 
stations and killing election officials across the country with a 
view to intimidating the Afghan electorate, suppressing the vote, 
and undermining the democratic process.91 This enabled the 
Taliban to psychologically attack adversaries while simultaneously 
demonstrating ideological fervour to supporters.

Another instance of the Taliban using terroristic violence to signal 
intent can be found in its media intimidation activities. In June 2016, 
its Military Commission announced that, if certain parts of the 
Afghan media did not stop broadcasting anti-Taliban commercials, 
they would ‘become military targets.’92 In the wake of this 
declaration, a Taliban car bomb struck a bus carrying staffers from 
TOLO TV in Kabul, killing at least seven of them and wounding 26 
others. In its efforts to justify the operation, the Taliban published 
several articles saying that it had issued prior warnings and that its 
actions were legitimate and proportionate.93 

Whatever its justification was, the communicative implications of 
the attack were easily apparent. In attacking this bus, with a suicide 
bomber no less, the Taliban was indicating that it was prepared to 
use the most costly means to silence its adversaries, even if they 
were not militarily engaged in the war against it. Not only did this 
send a message to adversarial journalists, it communicated a clear 
threat to all its detractors in Afghanistan.

How, what and why Afghan VEOs communicate

Screenshot from Taliban video interview regarding recent military operations in Khost, Paktia and Logar 
provinces. Source: Voice of Jihad Video. Published: 5 November 2020.
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The communicative effect of conventional military operations. 
The Taliban also signals through its conventional military operations. 
For example, in its October 2020 offensive on Lashkar Gah in 
Helmand province, while the assault itself was likely driven by 
a desire for (at least temporary) territorial gain and to hurt the 
Afghan government, it simultaneously sent a powerful strategic 
message.94 In deploying at scale in Helmand just one month into 
the inter-Afghan peace process in Doha, the Taliban was effectively 
buying itself more leverage at the negotiating table, demonstrating 
that the mere fact that peace talks were underway did not mean 
that the war was over, let alone that it was willing to lay down arms. 

As such, the attack was also about communicating to the US and 
its allies that the Taliban had the initiative in Afghanistan, in spite of 
the negotiations process, and that its agreeing to come to the table 
was not something into which it was coerced. For supporters of the 
Taliban sceptical of the idea of peace, this idea is paramount. 

The role of ‘civil’ violence. Terrorism and conventional military 
operations aside, the Taliban also uses ‘civil’ violence as a way 
to communicate about its forays into statecraft. In, for instance, 
the first half of 2020, the United Nations Assistance Mission 
to Afghanistan (UNAMA) documented five incidents of Taliban 
members resorting to ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading’ punishment in 
public as part of its parallel justice structure in areas under their 
control.95 These punishments included beatings, amputations and 
executions for alleged crimes such as ‘moral transgression’ that 
were meted out in front of hundreds of people, including children, 
in busy areas of local bazaars. 

The deterrence utility of punishments such as these is secondary to 
the message they send supporters and potential supporters about 
the Taliban’s political ambitions. In typical insurgent fashion, it was 
using the beating and/or killing of these men to demonstrate that it 
was there to ‘protect’ its civilian wards and that, under it, ‘justice’ 
would prevail in a manner that was both swifter and more definitive 
than it would under its rivals.96
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IS-KP’s violence-based signalling

IS-KP’s use of signalling violence is more tactically limited but  
less restrained than that of the Taliban. It is more limited because, 
with few exceptions, it is terroristic in character, and it is less 
restrained because it is geared towards communicating in the 
crudest possible way. 

The principal message of IS-KP’s recent attacks in Afghanistan, 
whether they have targeted university students, law enforcement, 
or religious processions, has been that it remains a potent force 
in Afghanistan despite what its adversaries may say. In that 
sense, while its violence is in the first instance geared towards 
intimidating adversaries, it is almost equally as much about defensive 
legitimisation among supporters—that is, demonstrating that IS-KP 
is thriving, not just surviving, in Afghanistan, one year on from being 
declared defeated by the Afghan government. 

IS-KP’s preferred form of mass casualty signalling violence appears 
to be a default option for ISIS’s global network of affiliates, which, 
whenever they have found themselves entering into a beleaguered 
state, have tended to resort to indiscriminate violence against 
soft targets. That being said, on a less regular basis it also engages 
in highly targeted strategic operations geared towards achieving 
more practical objectives. Consider, for example, its August 2020 
attack on Jalalabad prison, in which it managed to break out some 
1,800 inmates (most of whom, it should be noted, were later 
recaptured).97 
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Screenshot from IS-KP video documenting, among  other things, the psychological impact of its recent 
terror campaign. Source: Nashir News Agency. Published: 22 September 2020.
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Conclusion and  
Recommendations

This report examines the influence activities of VEOs in Afghanistan. 
Focusing on Taliban and IS-KP outreach efforts, it describes: 

The objectives that drive each group’s use of  
strategic communication-related activities;

The key target audiences towards which each  
group tailors and delivers these efforts; and

The mechanisms, tactics and narratives each group  
uses when deploying them. 

Drawing on propaganda theory and established VEO doctrine on 
‘media jihad,’ the first section describes the three central objectives 
of VEO outreach: propagation, legitimization, and intimidation. 
Whereas propagation-orientated activities seek to expand the 
support base of the movement in question, their legitimization-
orientated counterparts are more defensive, focused principally on 
protecting reputation and appeal. By way of contrast, intimidation-
based outreach is an inherently aggressive form of communication 
grounded in the deployment of signaling violence. It manifests most 
noticeably in acts of terrorism or ‘propaganda of the deed.’ 

The next part of the report applies this framework to the activities 
of VEOs in Afghanistan. In the first section, which focuses on the 
media-based outreach efforts of the Taliban and IS-KP, it is shown 
that a gulf exists between the respective media capabilities of 
each group, with the Taliban producing 400 times more content 
in the year up to 30 September 2020 than IS-KP. Moreover, 
whereas IS-KP’s linguistic capabilities (and, thus, range of potential 
target audiences) is limited almost exclusively to Arabic, the 
Taliban presides over a vast media apparatus that communicates 
simultaneously in Arabic, Dari, English, Pashto and Urdu. What’s 
more, the Taliban tailors its ‘brand’ according to the language in 
which it is communicating. This means that its various audiences are 
provided with different—and, depending on context, favourable—
visions of its activities and ambitions. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations

The next section looks to the in-person influence activities of the 
Taliban and IS-KP. Noting that communities living in VEO-controlled 
territories are captive audiences for this form of outreach, 
whether or not they are supporters of the groups in question, it 
describes how both have sought to leverage Afghanistan’s religious 
institutions (mosques, seminaries, ulama etc.). Because civilians 
are bound to come into regular contact with outreach cadres at 
mosques that VEOs control (unless they opt not to go to them 
altogether), this sphere of communicative activity has proved 
to be an especially important way to garner support for violent 
extremism in recent years. In addition to this, both the Taliban and 
IS-KP—at least, when it was still presiding over a territorial base 
in eastern Afghanistan—use governance-based activities to bolster 
their appeal, integrating both carrots (the provision of education, 
healthcare and security) and sticks (mainly the threat of coercive 
violence) into their respective pseudo-state projects. 

The last section focuses on how violence-based signalling has been 
deployed by Afghan VEOs in recent years. It describes the symbolic 
utility of conventional-style military activities and less discriminate 
terroristic violence, identifying a number of examples of when 
both the Taliban and IS-KP have respectively sought to exploit its 
communicative utility. Notably, this section shows that violence-
based outreach is not just a way to intimidate adversaries. Rather, it 
can simultaneously be used to legitimise and garner support for the 
movement and cause in question.

Based on this assessment, communications-based interventions 
aimed at countering VEO influence in Afghanistan should take into 
account the following:

A communications response must be grounded in reality.  
VEO efforts to navigate through and dominate Afghanistan’s 
influence landscape are grounded in what they do both online 
and offline. From media-based communications geared towards 
amplifying the impact of military campaigns to in-person activities 
that are deployed with and through rural communities, VEO 
outreach is not simply about producing slick content for social 
media. Rather, it is more a case of framing, exaggerating and 
augmenting what the VEO in question is doing on the ground, 
demonstrating that it does not just have the interests of its 
constituents in mind but that it is proactively working towards 
actualising them. Any attempt to counter these efforts must be 
similarly grounded in real-world action—whether political, civilian, 
or military. 

Counter the five narratives strategically – not tactically.  
In this paper, we have identified five core narratives of VEOs in 
Afghanistan: Capability, Vulnerability, Credibility, Legitimacy and 
Suitability. On the principle that countering what VEOs believe 
to be effective messaging has value, tackling each of these core 
narratives has value too. It is important, however, that this is not 
seen as a suggestion to respond to each and every piece of VEO 
content – an approach that quickly dominates resources and cedes 
control of the conversation. We propose that the approach should 
be strategically proactive rather than tactically reactive: tackling 
each VEO narrative directly, but with proactive messaging designed 
specifically for an audience rather than in response to a piece of 
VEO propaganda.
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Evaluate VEO narrative impact and identify the ‘say-do’ gaps. 
Determining the level of effort for each counter narrative is 
trickier: while Capability and Vulnerability dominate in terms of 
output numbers, this does not directly correlate with their impact. 
A Target Audience Analysis that focuses on the effectiveness of 
the VEO messaging within each narrative would provide valuable 
insight for designing a response. Not only could it identify the most 
impactful VEO narratives, and therefore the ones that should be 
focussed on in a response, but it could identify the ‘how’ of that 
response: what are the examples that expose the reality of VEO 
activity (e.g. military failure, poor healthcare etc).

VEO influence efforts are not confined to Afghanistan.  
While committed supporters inside Afghanistan are undoubtedly a 
core audience for VEO communicators, they are by no means their 
sole audience. Rather, VEO outreach activities are simultaneously 
targeted at potential supporters as well as those who are more 
ambivalent about them and their ambitions—and that is not to 
mention the lengths to which VEOs go to shape the attitude 
and behaviour of their adversaries. With this in mind, efforts to 
undermine VEO influence in Afghanistan must be similarly holistic in 
their approach, or at least be developed in a manner that recognises 
that VEOs are seeking to win influence among many communities 
simultaneously. 

Ideology isn’t everything. Just a small proportion of VEO 
outreach in Afghanistan is geared towards communicating about 
ideology. Much of the time, VEO communications efforts are 
overtly pragmatic in nature—that is, geared towards demonstrating 
resolve, capability or ambition more than they are an attempt to 
explicate niche doctrinal matters within Islam. For that reason, it is 
critical that efforts to counter VEO influence do not simply attempt 
to challenge the ideological or religious claims that these groups 
make. While a measure of ideological delegitimisation-based activity 
would not go amiss—provided it is communicated in an appropriate 
manner and by an appropriate channel of influence—efforts to 
undermine VEOs in Afghanistan must not be overly preoccupied 
with the idea of presenting a theologically sound counter-argument 
to jihadism.

A communications response  
must be grounded in reality.

Counter the five narratives 
strategically – not tactically. 

Evaluate the impact of VEO 
narratives and identify the  
‘say-do’ gaps.

VEO influence efforts are not 
confined to Afghanistan.

Ideology isn’t everything. 
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The materials on which this part of the discussion is based 
were collected at source from the official communication 
channels of the Taliban and IS-KP and form part of the 
ExTrac system tracking VEO activity and communications 
around the world.

As explained above, the Taliban operates a multi-language 
network of static sites online, all of which are accessible on 
the surface web. Collectively, they are hubs for its official 
branded content in Pashto, Dari, Urdu, Arabic and English. 
For the purposes of this project, the research team used 
ExTrac which automatically scrapes each of these sites 
along with many others—including al-Emarah Video and al-
Emarah Islam.i 

i  Access at: http://www.alemarahvideo.org and http://alemarahislam.com. 

For its part, IS-KP disseminates content via a secretive 
ISIS-operated network on Telegram.ii Telegram—which 
essentially offers its users an encrypted synthesis of key 
functionalities from Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp—
has been the initial point of dissemination for all official 
ISIS media since 2015.iii Consequently, all the IS-KP content 
analyzed in this report was archived direct from ISIS on 
Telegram via the ExTrac before being analysed by the 
research team using a combination of techniques.

During the period under study the Taliban’s production 
effort dwarfed that of IS-KP. Whereas IS-KP published just 
112 items in the 12 months up to September 30, 2020—96 
attack claims, ten photo-reports, one video, and five 
analytical essays, all in Arabic in their original formiv—the 
Taliban published some 21,821 items in Pashto alone along 
with another 23,846 in anything from English and Arabic to 
Urdu and Dari.

ii Various journalistic investigations have been undertaken into terroristic 
use of Telegram, mainly focusing on its exploitation as an operational tool. 
See Tan, R. (2017). Terrorists’ Love for Telegram, Explained. VOX. June 30.; 
Warrick, J. (2017). The ‘app of choice’ for jihadists: isis seizes on internet 
tool to promote terror. Washington Post. December 23; Olding, R. (2017). 
Telegram: The secret ‘app of choice’ for terrorists. Sydney Morning Herald. 
June 6.
iii Khayat, M. (2015). Jihadis shift to using secure communication app 
telegram’s channels service. Middle East Media Research Institute Cyber & 
Jihad Lab. October 29.
iv Source: ExTrac.

When one considers the respective circumstances of the 
Taliban and IS-KP—one a fairly advanced proto-state, the 
other an embattled VEO that draws on transnational 
issues largely in support of local objectives—the reason 
for this imbalance in production levels is self-evident. Their 
respective circumstances also account for differences in 
the way they publish content. For its part, the Taliban 
strives to frame itself as a credible governing actor, one 
that engages in terroristic violence only as a last resort. As 
such, its media network mimics that of its conventional 
allies and adversaries. IS-KP, on the other hand, flagrantly 
rejects everything its adversaries stand for, including the 
state system within which they operate. For this reason, 
its pariah status, derived from its perpetration and 
broadcasting of extreme violence is something it cherishes, 
even if it leaves it unable to maintain an open, accessible 
communications network like that of the Taliban. 

Data
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To explore these datasets, the research team used a 
methodology called thematic network analysis. Based on 
grounded theory, it offers researchers a way to iteratively 
identify themes and concepts within complex datasets 
by distancing themselves from the data itself, breaking 
corpuses down into their component parts and arranging 
them into codes—that is, ‘shorthand devices to label, 
separate, compile, and organize data’ (original emphasis).i 
This mode of analysis enables researchers to develop 
evaluations that are ‘derived from the dataset itself rather 
than from [their] prior theoretical viewpoint.’ii 

The model used for this project was adapted from Jennifer 
Attride-Stirling’s approach, which is geared towards 
‘unearthing the themes salient in a text [or group of texts] 
at different levels [and] facilitating the structuring and 
depiction of these themes.’iii Specifying what is meant by 
‘different levels,’ Attride-Stirling notes that:

i Charmaz, K. (1983). The grounded theory method: an explication and 
interpretation. Iin Emerson, R. (ed.). Contemporary field research: A 
collection of readings. Long Grove: Waveland Press, 111.
ii Barbour, R. (2001). Checklists for improving rigour in qualitative research: a 
case of the tail wagging the dog? Education and Debate 322:7294, 1116.
iii Attride-Stirling, J. (2001). Thematic networks: An analytical tool for 
qualitative research. Qualitative Research 1:3, 385-405.

‘Thematic networks systematize the extraction 
of: (i) lowest-order premises evident in the text 
([themes]); (ii) categories of [themes] grouped 
together to summarize more abstract principles 
([discourses]); and (iii) super-ordinate themes 
encapsulating the principal metaphors in the text 
as a whole ([narratives]).’iv

And, clarifying the process by which one arrives at the 
highest thematic level—referred to here as narratives—
Attride-Stirling continues: 

‘A thematic network is developed starting from the 
[themes] and working inwards toward a [narrative]. 
Once a collection of [themes] has been derived, 
they are then classified according to the underlying 
story they are telling and these become the 
[discourses]. [Discourses] are then reinterpreted 
in light of their [themes], and are brought together 
to illustrate a single conclusion or super-ordinate 
theme that becomes the [narrative].’v

iv Attride-Stirling refers to themes as ‘basic themes,’ discourses as ‘organizing 
themes’ and narratives as ‘global themes.’ For simplicity’s sake, this report 
refers only to themes, discourses and narratives. Ibid., p. 388.
v  Ibid., p. 389.

When applying the methodology in this particular context, 
individual items were considered to be the smallest unit 
of analysis, whether they were ten-minute-long videos, 
1,000-word analytical essays or one-line news bulletins. The 
basic content of each item was used to identify said item’s 
theme—i.e., ‘the most basic or lowest-order’ description 
of its content.vi This initial round of coding resulted in the 
identification of 163 themes, which were then refined to 
102 themes. These were then categorized into discourses—
i.e., ‘a middle-order theme that organizes the [themes] into 
clusters of similar issues.’vii 

Discourses exist on a higher level of abstraction 
than themes and thus allow for a more generalized 
categorization of data.viii The 102 themes were ordered into 
17 clusters, each of which represented a single discourse. 
At this stage, it was possible to identify the overarching 
narratives that run through the datasets. These refer 
to the ‘main claim, proposition, argument, assertion or 
assumption that the [discourses] are about […] the core, 
principal metaphor that encapsulates the main point in the 
text.’ix When considering the discourses in totality, both 
in isolation of and in relation to each other, five repeating 
concepts—that is, five overarching narratives—were 
clearly apparent in the case of both the Taliban and IS-KP: i) 
Capability; ii) Credibility; iii) Legitimacy; iv) Suitability; and v) 
Vulnerability.

vi Ibid., p. 388.
vii Ibid., p.389.
viii Ibid., p. 398.
ix Ibid., p. 393.

Methods
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Figure 12, Urdu Statecraft Figure 13, Urdu Warfare
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